
As security has become an increasingly prominent topic, the April 24 auction prioritized
fundraising for an updated south entrance.

Exactly one month later, we were reminded why.
In May, a gunman killed 19 students and two faculty members in a school shooting in

Uvalde, Texas.
“There's been a real big push for security in the Miege community at large with, I hate

bringing it up, mass shootings across the nation for the last several years,” director of facilities
Ryan Wrigley said. “Taking into consideration that anybody could walk into our building and not
have to check in and they can just walk through the door, so this is just kind of the first step
amping up our security.”

With the new entrance, people entering the building must go through the first set of doors
and into the attendance office before they can enter the school. Each of these doors requires
attendance receptionist Jennifer Ceceña to unlock the doors.

According to President Randy Salisbury, the new entrance is not going to prevent
violence, but it will minimize it.

“I think these renovations were really important,” junior Addison Burris said. “I
especially feel safer with the new entrance in the case of an unsafe situation.”

The new entrance was not the only project over the summer. Other renovations included
new commons flooring and windows, brick updates on the exterior of the building, painting and
HVAC units.

“I love how there are so many windows in the commons and the natural light makes a
huge difference,” Burris said. “I just feel like it is more of a relaxed environment.”

With these new renovations came some unexpected challenges. Wrigley reported that
obtaining materials played a large role in construction extending into the first weeks of the
school year.

“I don’t think it impacted the students too much,” Salisbury said. “Everyone adapted well
to the changes and we were back to normal very quickly.”

With construction still taking place at the south entrance, all students had to enter through
the west doors, which posed challenges for navigating the limited access of the circle drive.

“I think the biggest challenge with construction in the building was just actually getting
into school,” senior Oscar Ludwikoski said. “There was a really long line, and I’m sure it
affected the freshman the most because they didn’t even know the building yet and they had to
find ways to get into school.”

The updates made over the summer were part of the first phase of renovations. In the
following years, plans to renovate many other areas of the school are in place. Some of these
areas include the gym, weight room and flooring.

“I think all the new updates make Miege look a lot cleaner and more sophisticated as a
whole,” Ludwikoski said.


